name:
class:
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Always has bananas at home or they
are always bought on the “big shop”.

Regularly has a banana on their cereal or someone in their family does.

name....................................

name....................................

Likes banana smoothies or milkshakes.

Has eaten more than one banana in
the last week.

name....................................

name....................................

Eats a banana every day.

Hates bananas!

name....................................

name....................................

Likes moldy or unripe bananas!!

Eats bananas for energy.

name....................................

name....................................

Knows where bananas originated
from.

country.................................
name....................................

Has made something using bananas
as a key ingredient, e.g., banana cake

name....................................

5.

1.

2.

6.

3.

7.

4.
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1.Growing the bananas: Growing bananas is hard work and takes a lot of
preparation. It takes months to clear the land, dig holes and put in the banana plants. After about 6 months, the banana fruit begins to appear. Commercial banana plants grow from 15 to 30 feet tall. The bananas are then
wrapped in plastic to stop the fruit from getting damaged. It also protects
the fruit against pesticides that are sprayed on the plants.

2. Harvesting: After 9 months, the bananas are harvested using a sharp knife.
Bananas are actually harvested all year round and are harvested before
they are ripe as they ripen best off the plant. Bananas grow in clusters which
are known as hands. A hand consists of 10-20 bananas – or fingers.

3. Washing: The water used in the packing plants washes off any pesticide
residue. The water comes from the irrigation canals off the plantation and is
routed back out into the water supply.

4. Labelling and boxing: Bananas are labelled and boxed on the banana
farms where they are produced. This prevents them from getting bruised.

5. Sorting and grading: bananas are taken to a warehouse to be sorted and
graded. The best are set for international waters like the UK, America and
Europe. The rest are sold at local markets.

6. Shipping: After the bananas have been inspected the boxes are closed
and weighed. Bananas are sent in refrigerated containers - kept at 13.3°C to prevent them from ripening. It takes about two weeks from Latin America
to get to NZ.

7. Shops: When the bananas reach New Zealand, they are ripened in special
centres for about three days and then get sent to the shops. Kiwis eat the
most bananas per person in the world, an approximate of 17 kilos a year. Buying Fairtrade bananas means you can help small farmers like those in the El
Guabo Cooperative in Ecuador get paid fairly and get access to additional
finances that are used to help improve the business or the whole community.

notes

All images supplied by All
Good Organics.
Pictures 1-6: various farmers
and workers from El Guabo
cooperative, Ecuador.
Picture 7: NZ supermarket.
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Regina is from Dominica, one of the chain of islands in the Caribbean that
make up the Windward Islands. Aged 43, she is the single parent of five children between 16 and 26 years of age and has eight grandchildren. Two of
her daughters and their five school-age children live with her. A good school
and a good job are hard to find in her community but Regina’s 18-year-old
daughter is studying history and herbal medicine at college and is optimistic
that she will be able to get a scholarship to continue her education at university.
Regina is a member of the indigenous Carib people whose ancestors arrived by canoe from South America 1,000 years ago and now number 5,000
among the island’s 73,000 population. Regina is skilled in the traditional Carib handicraft of basket weaving which supplements her income. She has
passed her skills on to her two daughters who work as self-employed artisans,
selling their baskets to tourists from Carib handicrafts shops.
Following Fairtrade certification in 2000, Fairtrade Group members have
been encouraged to plant a variety of trees in buffer zones on the edges of
their fields to help protect their banana trees during the hurricane season.
Regina has planted a selection of fruit trees including grapefruit, oranges,
coconut palms and carambula, as well as several native tree species which
command a good price for their timber. Regina has never used chemicals
on her farm because she believes they are a health hazard and are contrary
to the Carib tradition of respecting the natural environment.
Bananas are by far the most important crop for Regina and provide 70%
of her cash income. However, growing them has become an increasingly
uncertain occupation in recent years and their unpredictable future will be
decided by events beyond her control.
The one ray of hope for Dominica banana growers has been the six-fold
growth in exports of Fairtrade bananas since their inception there in 2000.
They now account for 71% of the island’s production and have encouraged
at least 300 farmers back to the industry. Regina produces 35 boxes of bananas every two weeks for export to the UK. For the first few years, Regina
and the other Fairtrade Certified banana growers only sold a part of their
crop to Fairtrade buyers. But thanks to the growing demand from British consumers, they now sell their entire crop on Fairtrade terms: ‘The advantage I
see in Fairtrade is that I don’t have to use chemicals, which is good for my
health, and a healthy environment. It helps to pay the bills and send my children to school; I am getting more for my bananas now.’

Great News!
The decision by British
supermarket chains Sainsbury’s and Waitrose to
switch all their bananas to
Fairtrade was great news
for Fairtrade banana farmers in the Dominican Republic and for others in Colombia and the Windward
Islands. It means Fairtrade
banana sales in the UK
will grow to an estimated
195,000kg in 2008, around
25% of the total market.
For farmers it means selling
bananas at the sustainable
price of $6.00 a box currently a dollar more than
the conventional market
price - a big difference if
you are selling over 100
boxes.
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Formed in 1997, the El Guabo Association of Small Banana Producers represents growers from 339 family farms
in 15 different communities. In the absence of Fairtrade, growers sold their bananas through intermediaries,
a system that often meant payment was too low to cover basic costs, making fair wages impossible. It is now
one of the world’s leading producers of Fairtrade bananas, exporting around 30,000 boxes a week to Europe,
the USA and now New Zealand.
Fairtrade is about better prices, decent working conditions, local sustainability, and fair terms of trade for
farmers and workers in the developing world. Fairtrade requires companies to pay sustainable prices to address the injustices of conventional trade. Fairtrade is good for the farmer, through the fair price being paid,
good for the community, through the Fairtrade Premium, and good for the environment, by ensuring no nasty
chemicals are used.
El Guabo cooperative members democratically decide on community development projects to be funded
with money from the Fairtrade Premium. The cooperative has implemented many projects. Here are a few
examples:
• El Guabo offers healthcare benefits to families of cooperative workers and members. Fairtrade funds
also paid for the medical equipment in the clinic.
• Education for local children has improved dramatically. A fixed amount for school supplies is
provided to all children in the community and some families are sending their children to college for
the first time. In 2008, 900 scholarships were awarded to the children of plantation workers and
producers.
• A school for children with special needs has been built and staffed by El Guabo’s Fairtrade funds.
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Angel, El Guabo farmer
Angel, a banana farmer, is married and has a young daughter who is 2 1⁄2 years old. He has nearly 6 hectares
of land, which his father bought for him and which allows for all the family to work together. ‘My father and I
tend to the banana plants every day. My mother, sisters, brother and brother-in-law work in the washing and
packing station on the finca* on harvesting and shipment days.’ Angel has been a member of El Guabo for
4 years now. It had always been an aim of theirs to join, but as they rented the land, it was not possible.
‘For us, being in El Guabo and selling Fairtrade organic bananas has meant that our family are well looked
after and that we can stay together. The finca provides an income for all of us; my parents, my brother, sisters
and their families as well as my own.’
Before joining the Fairtrade cooperative, it was too hard for Angel and his family. ‘We had no security or stability in terms of price or volume because we sold our bananas to middle men for whatever price they offered
us. Sometimes we would get good prices, say $6 or $7 a box, but then prices would fall as low as $0.80 to $1
a box. We were too small to sell to the big multinational companies; they only want to buy much bigger volumes directly from producers. We were never able to plan any projects to make improvements to the finca
or to our home.’
Angel has one message he wants to say: The important thing is to keep helping us by buying our Fairtrade
bananas. We are small producers and by buying our bananas, you are helping us and the workers on our
farms to progress. If you don’t buy our fruit, we can’t look forward to better times and keep taking care of the
environment!
[*Finca – Spanish word meaning field or farm.]
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Your aim is to find out about bananas in Australia or New Zealand, then investigate what supermarkets and shops think
about having or the possibility of getting Fairtrade Certified
bananas. Use your best questioning skills and remember to
use both quantitative and qualitative questions.
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Questions
Location and size?

Stock Fairtrade
bananas?
Number of banana
types?
Most popular?

Crates sold per week?

Profit from selling
bananas?
Stock other Fairtrade
products?
Receive a fair price?

Customers swap from
usual to Fairtrade?
Fairtrade is good for
business?

Store 1
name:

Store 2
name:

Store 3
name:

Store 4
name:
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Your final job is to show whether you think there is a potential market for selling Fairtrade bananas in Australia or New
Zealand. You’ll need to use the data you collected from your
questionnaires, the information in the case studies and the
facts below to come to your conclusions.
Present your argument in a written report or why not get
visual and use power point?

